Midkine enhances soft-tissue sarcoma growth: a possible novel therapeutic target.
New therapeutic targets for soft-tissue sarcoma (STS) treatment are critically needed. Midkine (MK), a multifunctional cytokine, is expressed during midgestation but is highly restricted in normal adult tissues. Renewed MK expression was shown in several malignancies where protumorigenic properties were described. We evaluated the expression and function of MK in STS. Immunohistochemistry, reverse transcription-PCR, and Western blotting (WB) evaluated MK expression in human STS tissues and cell lines. WB and flow cytometry analyzed MK receptor expression. Cell growth assays evaluated the effect of MK on STS cell growth, and WB assessed MK downstream signaling. MK knock-in and knockout experiments further evaluated MK function. The growth of parental versus MK-transfected human fibrosarcoma cells was studied in vivo. MK was found to be overexpressed in a variety of human STS histologies. Using a rhabdomyosarcoma (RMS) tissue microarray, cytoplasmic and nuclear MK was identified; nuclear MK expression was significantly increased in metastases. Similarly, several STS cell lines expressed and secreted MK; RMS cells exhibited nuclear MK. STS cells also expressed the MK receptors protein tyrosine phosphatase zeta and lipoprotein receptor-related protein. MK significantly enhanced STS cell growth potentially via the Src and extracellular signal-regulated kinase pathways. STS cells stably transfected with MK exhibited increased growth in vitro and in vivo. MK-expressing human STS xenografts showed increased tumor-associated vasculature. Furthermore, MK knockdown resulted in decreased STS cell growth, especially in RMS cells. MK enhances STS tumor growth; our results support further investigation of MK and its receptors as therapeutic targets for human STS.